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ABSTRACT

We describe the mobile app \textit{Mobile Mink} which extends Mink, a browser extension that integrates the live and archived web. Mobile Mink discovers mobile and desktop URIs and provides the user an aggregated TimeMap of both mobile and desktop mementos. Mobile Mink also allows users to submit mobile and desktop URIs for archiving at the Internet Archive and Archive.today. Mobile Mink helps to increase the archival coverage of the growing mobile web.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mink \cite{Mink} is a browser extension for Google Chrome that more closely integrates the past and present web. Mink uses the Memento framework \cite{Memento} to present archived versions of visited pages to the user, allowing the users to seamlessly navigate between the archived and live web.

Memento is a framework that standardizes Web archive access and terminology. Live web resources are identified by URI-R. Archived versions of URI-Rs are called mementos and are identified by URI-M. Memento TimeMaps are machine-readable lists of mementos (at the level of single-archives or aggregation-of-archives) sorted by archival date.

While Mink works well in the traditional, desktop-oriented web, the mobile web continues to be less prominent in the archives. This phenomenon persists even as mobile devices grow in power, use, and ubiquity and the mobile web continues to grow and become more prevalent \cite{Mobile}. Because of their prevalence on the web, it is increasingly important to archive mobile resources and representations. However, because mobile resources are not always directly linked from their desktop counterparts, it is difficult for crawlers to find pages in the mobile web \cite{MobileCrawlers}.

Mobile Mink is a mobile application that – in the same way Mink integrated the past and present desktop webs – bridges the mobile and desktop webs. Mobile Mink uses URI permutations to discover mobile and desktop versions of the same resource. Mobile Mink provides the user an aggregate TimeMap of mobile and desktop mementos, and provides the opportunity to submit the mobile and desktop URI-Rs to the Save Page Now service at the Internet Archive \cite{SavePageNow} and Archive.today \cite{ArchiveToday}.

2. AGGREGATE TIMEMAPS

Mobile Mink is an Android application that is currently in development and will be released for download in the Google Play app store. Much like its desktop browser parent, Mobile Mink offers a TimeMap of mementos that allows the user to navigate between the past and present webs. Mobile Mink also allows the user to submit mobile and desktop URI-Rs to be archived by archival services.

When using a web browser native to the Android operating system, the user is presented with an expandable menu in the top right of the browser window (called a “view as list”). Selecting this sign opens a menu of options, one of which is the option to “Share” the page (Figure 1(a)). Mobile Mink adds the option to “View Mementos” of the currently viewed page to the list of sharing options (Figure 1(b)).

Selecting the option of viewing mementos begins the process of discovering mobile and desktop URIs of the current URI-R. First, Mobile Mink identifies the URI-R of the currently viewed page. Mobile Mink identifies the URI-R as either a desktop URI or a mobile URI. Second, if the URI is a desktop URI, Mobile Mink translates the URI to a mobile URI; if the URI is a mobile URI, Mobile Mink translates the URI to a desktop URI. We use the same URI modifications as in Schneider and McCown’s work \cite{Schneider} and test for the mobile URI’s existence on the live web (i.e., returns an HTTP 200 response) and in the archives (returns a TimeMap of cardinality > 0 from the Memento aggregator).

Note that our previous research demonstrated that differentiating between the mobile and desktop versions of a page can be difficult if the same URI is used to identify the mobile and desktop representations, and only content-negotiation based on the user-agent is used by the server to
(a) The Android browser window offers users the option to “Share” the currently viewed page.

(b) Users may select the option of viewing the mementos of the currently viewed page.

(c) The TimeMap consists of both mobile and desktop mementos.

(d) Users can submit the mobile and desktop URIs to archival services.

Figure 1: Using existing Android browser features to view the TimeMap of the currently viewed page.

decide whether to return a mobile or desktop representation [3]. Content-negotiation is out of the scope of this work, and we focus solely on differentiations by URI. Other methods of mobile representation discovery are available [5].

With the URI-Rs of the mobile and desktop resources identified, we get the TimeMaps of both URI-Rs (e.g., m.androidcentral.com/ and www.androidcentral.com/). Mobile Mink compiles an aggregate TimeMap of both mobile and desktop mementos that is sorted by archival datetime and has icons indicating the mobile and desktop mementos by a mobile phone and PC icon, respectively (Figure 1(c)). We include mementos of all permutations of mobile and desktop URIs in the TimeMap because the mobile URIs may have changed over time (e.g., migrating from m.example.com to mobile.example.com). Selecting a memento from the list redirects the user’s browser to the URI-M.

3. ARCHIVING MOBILE URI-RS

To ensure both the mobile and desktop representations exist in the archives, Mobile Mink allows the user to submit both URI-Rs to the Internet Archive’s Save Page Now service and Archive.today (Figure 1(d)). Before the submission, Mobile Mink ensures that both URI-Rs return an HTTP 200 when dereferenced on the live web to prevent the attempted archiving of resources that do not exist.

With this utility, Mobile Mink offers a way for users to actively curate mobile versions of pages they visit, even when crawlers and archival services cannot find them. With this feature, users can help archive the mobile web.
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